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ABSTRACT In this paper, we aim to propose a new joint crowdsensing and offloading scheme that considers
the benefits of social welfare. To induce the sensing participation, we adopt the ideas of cooperative multi-
agent reinforcement learning (CMARL) to develop a novel crowdsensing algorithm. Due to the limitation of
computation and communication resources in the IoIV system, the Lozano, Hinojosa, and Mármol solution
(LHMS) is applied to solve the IoIV resource allocation problem. Our proposed crowdsensing and offloading
algorithms are tightly coupled and work together to reach a consensus with reciprocal advantages. The main
merits possessed by our hybrid approach are its flexibility and adaptability to current IoIV system situations.
Performance evaluations on the proposed scheme show the superiority of our joint approach by comparing
it with three existing baseline protocols.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Intelligent Vehicles, vehicular crowdsensing, vehicular offloading, cooperative
multi-agent reinforcement learning, Lozano, Hinojosa, Mármol solution.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the advance of Internet of Thing (IoT), communication
technology, and the increasing ability of data collection, all
smart objects would have embedded processors and capabil-
ity to communicate with each other through public Internet.
IP addresses can be assigned to these smart objects, so that
they can collect, refine, process, and communicate important
information over a network. Recent years have witnessed the
rising popularity of IoT paradigm that leverages to transform
the business and consumer world in an unforeseen manner
and is driving a new industrial revolution. Within the objec-
tives of IoT, vehicles play an important role for safe and
convenient travel while realizing the highly efficient intel-
ligent transportation system. Traditionally, vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs) are created by applying the principles of
mobile ad hoc networks to insure safe drive by improving the
traffic flow. For the new era of the IoT, the vehicular ad-hoc
networks will further evolve into the Internet of Intelligent
Vehicles (IoIV) [1].
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As driving becomes more automatic in recent days, the
IoIV comes to people’s daily life. Recently, intelligent vehi-
cles evolve into smart objects equipped with a multi-sensory
platform as well as being able to be equipped with on-board
units (OBUs). In this way, they will be able to communicate
with each other and with the local mobile network infrastruc-
ture, which consists of road-side units (RSUs). As Internet
access points deployed along roadsides, RSUs mainly play
roles in collecting and analyzing traffic messages given from
intelligent vehicles, or providing drivers with Internet access.
Inaddition, the steep grow in IoIV boosts the proliferation of
computation-intensive and bandwidth-hungry applications.
Nowadays, industry research predicts that these services will
become the dominant applications for IoIV traffic.

An on-board computer in vehicles is an electronic device
with a microprocessor, made on the principle of a home PC.
This device can register, calculate and display all kinds of
IoIV applications. Even though the performance of on-board
computer has improved due to the technological progress,
the requirements of IoIV applications have increased more
rapidly. Usually, IoIV applications are delay-sensitive and
resource-intensive with complex computations. However,
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individual vehicles are still of limited computing resources
and insufficient storage capacity. Therefore, on-board com-
puters in vehicles are not enough to support IoIV application
requirements. Due to this reason, the IoIV has ushered in a
new research direction, calledmobile edge computing (MEC)
with the rapid growth of the number of computing oriented
applications [2], [3].

To facilitate the efficient and stable execution of onboard
applications, MEC helps vehicles achieve real-time data pro-
cessing by employing the computing capabilities of the edge
of the network. Therefore, smart vehicles offload computing-
intensive application tasks to the MEC server to meet the
demands of multiple onboard applications; MEC can assist in
expanding the computing capacity provided by the existing
IoIV platform. Thisapproach aligns with the vision of high
bandwidth, computation intensive, and real-time interaction
for future networks. Therefore, RSUs equipped with MEC
servers can contribute to a more effective solution to the com-
puting offloading problem in the IoIV infrastructure [3], [4].

In recent years, intelligent vehicles have been equipped
with more and more components, which are considered
programmable and powerful mobile sensors. Because of
vehicles’ mobility along roads day after day, they have the
potential to collect data for the traffic management, and
environment monitoring. Based on these outsourcing related
sensing tasks in mobile vehicles, mobile crowdsensing has
emerged as a new sensing and computing paradigm. In a
crowdsensing system, RSUs and mobile vehicles with a
number of sensors collaboratively perform large-scale sens-
ing tasks. This approach is ideal to sense up-to-date and
fine-grained information for large areas. However, sending
sensing data to a remote cloud server consumes a heavy band-
width and incurs an increased transmission delay. Therefore,
the MEC brings new opportunities for mobile crowdsensing
applications. Benefiting from its proximity to vehicles, the
main advantage of MEC-assisted crowdsensing (MECC) is
to largely relieve access overheads [5], [6].

Even though there are some technical merits, the MECC
system faces three challenging issues to be addressed. First,
smart vehicles are self-interested and have no obligation to
use their resources for crowdsensing services. In general,
most vehicles have limited resources, and they want to save
these resources for their own services. However, participating
in crowdsensing needs to spend time and energy for collecting
and uploading data. Therefore, a carefully designed incentive
mechanism with reasonable rewards is indispensable. Sec-
ond, the interactions among independent decision makers,
such as individual vehicles, RSUs, and MEC servers, are
complicated and very difficult to formulate. Due to their
rationality and selfishness, it is really hard to give a blanket
answer to this kind of question. Third, for the joint problem
of crowdsensing and offloading services, an effective control
algorithm is essential. Until now, several algorithms have
been developed to deal with the crowdsensing, vehicular
offloading, and MECC control problems. However, to the
best of our knowledge, most existing works ignore the

interconnected relationships of above mentioned challenging
issues [7].

Game theory is a branch of modern mathematics for ana-
lyzing the strategic interactions among multiple decision
makers. The strategic interaction activities are referred to as
games where decision-makers, i.e., game players, select the
strategy that will give maximum possible outcome for them-
selves while predicting the rational decisions taken by other
players. It was originally adopted in economics to analyze the
behavior of rational players in a multi-agent decision making
process. But nowadays, game theory is widely applied to
other areas, such as biology, sociology, politics, computer
science, and engineering, especially in the telecommunica-
tion environment. In general, game theory can be categorized
into two major classes, i.e., static and dynamic games. Static
games, also called strategic, one-shot, single stage or simul-
taneous games, formulate interactions among players when
they take actions only once in a single period. By contrast,
dynamic games, also called sequential or repeated games, are
applied when players take actions over multiple time rounds.
Therefore, the players in the dynamic games can observe the
behaviors of the other players in the past and are able to adjust
their strategies to achieve their goals. In particular, dynamic
games can be successfully applied in the field of network
management [8].

In recent years, there has been increased interest in
decentralized approaches to solving complex network con-
trol problems. Many such approaches fall into the area
ofcooperative multi-agent reinforcement learning(CMARL),
which has attained substantial attention in the machine learn-
ing community. It facilitates each agent to perform objectives
by interacting with its neighbor agents while improving the
robustness and efficiency of system. In the CMARL, agents
can actively sense the environment via different actions, eval-
uate the actions and adjust subsequent actions. Therefore,
an individual agent can be mapping different environmental
states into specific actions. As a result, the CMARLshares
better performance in cooperative action acquisition. This
approach concerns how agents choose actions to avoid coop-
eration dilemmas in an environment, and make all agents
come to a joint agreement [9].

In this study,we propose a new joint control scheme for
the crowdsensing and offloading control problems in the
MECC platform.Motivated by the above discussion, themain
principles of dynamic game theory andCMARLare employed
to develop our joint crowdsensing and offloading control
process. To strike an appropriate performance balance among
different service requirements, the proposed scheme consists
of crowdsensing and offloading algorithms. In the crowdsens-
ing algorithm, individual vehicles decide their contributions
for the crowdsensing process. Based on the CMARL, each
vehicle can learn his best sensing action in a distributed
manner. In the offloading algorithm, RSUs and MEC servers
work together to handle the offload services. According to
the dynamic game model, RSUs provide communication
resources, and MEC servers offer computing resources in a
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centralized manner. Our two control algorithms are tightly
coupled with each other to successfully operate crowdsensing
and offloading services in the MECC system infrastructure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the basic technical concepts and main con-
tributions of our proposed scheme. Section III reviews the
related work. Section IV describes the scenario of MECC
platform, and formulate our proposed control model. In addi-
tion, we introduce the necessary background of the dynamic
game theory and multi-agent learning model. And then, our
proposed scheme is presented in detail. To help readers
understand better, we also provide the primary steps of the
proposed algorithm. Section V evaluates the performance of
the proposed scheme through extensive simulations by com-
paring the state-of-the-art benchmark protocols. Finally, the
conclusion is presented and future research plans are shown
in Section VI.

II. TECHNICAL CONCEPTS AND STUDY MOTIVATION
In dynamic games, players choose and implement strategies
from their respective possible strategy sets and obtain cor-
responding benefits successively for many times.Dynamic
bargaining game is a branch of dynamic gamesto deal the
decision-making problem in complex and interactive strate-
gies. Original, the idea of bargaining game theory was
initiated by J. Nash. His bargaining game model is formu-
lated by an expected utility function over the set of feasible
agreements and the outcome which would result in case
of disagreement. For a specification, the solution concept
of Nash bargaining game is to determine an outcome that
consists of players’ payoffs. Recently, there aremultiple alter-
native approaches to classical bargaining problems [10].

In 2019, Lozano, Hinojosa, and Mármol extended the
original Nash bargaining solution for the data envelopment
analysis. The developed Lozano, Hinojosa, and Mármol
solution(LHMS) has some properties, which are derived as
a consequence of original Nash solution. Explicitly, the
LHMSapproach considers the projection of an inefficient
decision making unit onto the efficient frontier as a bargain-
ing problem, in which the players are the input and output
dimensions. The LHMSoffers a new perspective on projecting
the decision making unit, one in which the input and output
target values are not decided globally from a system point
of view, but as the result of a bargaining process between the
different input and output variables, using the observed values
as disagreement point. Therefore, the solution is decided by
the result of an impartial, rational arbitration between the
inputs and output variables [10].

Reinforcement learning is a prevalent method to optimize
the agent’s strategy in a Markov decision process. The major-
ity of the success in reinforcement learning has been in
single-agent environments. However, many real-world prob-
lems require multiple agents to interact and cooperate.With
the popularity of game theory, multi-agent learning has gar-
nered attention and become a prevalent method for solving
cooperative problems. To ensure the capability of improving

robustness and efficiency, the CMARL facilitates multiple
agents to perform objectives by interacting with their neigh-
bor agents. This method can obtain the optimal joint strategy
that maximizes the expected common cumulative reward for
all agents. Based on the game-theoretic approach, the analysis
ofCMARL dynamics has focused on repeated games with few
agents and actions [11].

In this study, the study motivation is to optimize theMECC
system performance by using the proposed crowdsensing
and offloading algorithms. Based on theLHMS and CMARL,
we intelligently encourage vehicles to participate in the
crowdsensing process while providing the adaptive offload-
ing services. For the efficient operation of MECC system
infrastructure, our crowdsensing and offloading algorithms
are sophisticatedly combined, and operated in a step-by-
step repeated manner. Therefore, we harness the synergies
between the cooperative learning and bargaining game to
achieve a socially optimal solution. The significant major
contributions of our study are summarized as follows:

• Based on the basic concepts of the CMARL and LHMS,
we design a new joint crowdsensing and offloading
scheme to strike the appropriate performance balance
between efficiency and social welfare.

• For the crowdsensing, individual vehicles cooperatively
learn their sensing strategies in a distributed manner. For
the task offloading, the RSU andMEC server address the
resource allocation problem, and reach a consensus in a
centralized manner.

• Our learning and bargaining processes are jointly com-
bined to get reciprocal advantages. This hybrid approach
explores the sequential interactions among RSUs, MEC
servers and vehicles. The simulation results reveal the
effectiveness of our joint control scheme by comparing
to the existing control protocols.

III. RELATED WORK
In this section, we touch on research literatures relevant to
the research topic of this study. Recently, there have been
a few papers focusing on the incentive design for mobile
crowdsensing, and handling the joint resource allocation
problem for offloading services [5], [7], [12], [15]. In [5],
L. Liu et al. have studied the problem of participant recruit-
ment in edge-assisted crowdsensing system, and propose the
Incentive-aware Vehicle Recruitment for Mobile Crowdsens-
ing (IVRMC) scheme. Due to the selfishness of intelligent
vehicles, the design of vehicle recruitment in edge-assisted
mobile crowdsensing is very challenging. To deal with this
challenge, the IVRMC scheme designs a new incentive mech-
anism to motivate cooperation among intelligent vehicles,
and implements the Nash bargaining theory to obtain the
optimal cooperation decision. To weigh the contribution of
vehicles, a practical and efficient algorithm is also proposed
based on the vehicular spatiotemporal availability, the vehic-
ular reputation, and the priority of regions. In addition, the
participant recruitment is formulated as an optimization prob-
lem, and an effective heuristic algorithm is also proposed
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by leveraging the property in submodular optimization.
To validate the superiority of the IVRMC scheme, extensive
simulations are conducted and numerical results show that the
IVRMC scheme outperforms the other methods [5].
The paper [12] proposes theCombination of Auction and

Incentive for Mobile Crowdsensing (CAIMC) scheme that
considers the benefits of both the platform and participants.
For vehicular crowdsensing systems, the CAIMC scheme
designs an effective incentive method to solve the problem of
low willingness to participate the sensing process. As a novel
incentive method, the reputation-based reverse combination
auction is developed and the conversion between virtual
currency and monetary rewards is considered for vehicle
participations in crowdsensing activities. Thismethod divides
perception tasks and vehicle data, and adopts a reverse auc-
tion by using a winner selection algorithm. Under a limited
budget, the reverse auction approach can increase the task
coverage rate and the profit of the platform. In addition, the
CAIMC scheme adds the vehicle reputation to the incen-
tive method while ensuring the quality of data uploaded
by intelligent vehicles. Finally, simulation results show that
the CAIMC scheme has good performance in crowdsensing
participation, budget controlling and auction winner selec-
tions [12].

TheContract Stackelberg based Offloading Resource Allo-
cation(CSORA) scheme formulates a vehicular fog-edge
computing paradigm as a multistage Stackelberg game [7].
To utilize individual vehicles for computation offloading,
a contract-based incentivemechanism is developed in the first
stage to manage the idle computing resources. In order to
overcome the information asymmetry, the CSORA scheme
can satisfy individual rationality and incentive compatibility
of vehicles while maximizing the system utility. In the second
stage, the edge server determines the quantity of computing
resources and broadcasts the price of resources to all mobile
users. In the third stage, each mobile user decides whether
to offload its task and the quantity of computing resources
purchased from the edge server. The CSORA scheme can
solve this three-stage control problem by using the backward
induction method, and obtains effective price and computing
resource demand strategies in each stage. Numerical results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the CSORA scheme while
showing the performance comparison with the existing vehic-
ular offloading protocols [7].

The paper [15] proposes a cloud-based MEC offloading
scheme in vehicular networks. This scheme investigates the
computation offloading mechanism. Both the resource lim-
itation of the MEC servers and the latency tolerance of
the computation tasks are considered in the design of the
mechanism. Furthermore, this study designs a contract-based
offloading and computation resource allocation algorithms.
The developed method aims to maximize the utility of the
MEC service provider while satisfying the offloading require-
ments of the tasks [15].

As discussed above, the earlier schemes in [5], [7], and [12]
have been studied on the traditional crowdsensing systems

and offloading services for the use in vehicular networks.
Although these studies tackled the crowdsensing and offload-
ing control problems, they did not consider the interconnected
relationship of control issues for the IoIV platform.Unlike the
aforementioned the IVRMC, CAIMC and CSORA schemes,
our proposed scheme combines ideas of CMARL and LHMS
for controlling the cooperative activities of IoIV agents, and
guides them toward a socially optimal outcome. To the best
of our knowledge, our joint control paradigm based on the
bargaining game solution and multi-agent learning algorithm
is the first in the literature to ensure a well-balanced perfor-
mance for the edge assisted IoIV system infrastructure.

IV. CROWDSENSING AND OFFLOADING SERVICES FOR
THE MECC SYSTEM
In this section, we first describe the MECC based IoIV sce-
nario that we focus on. Then, we introduce the fundamental
concepts of bargaining game and cooperative learning model
in the MECC platform. After that, we present our pro-
posed scheme in detail for the crowdsensing and offloading
services.

A. IoIV SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE AND BARGAINING
AND LEARNING MODELS
We consider a typical edge assisted IoIV system platform,
which consists of n RSUs, i.e., R = {R1, . . . ,Rn} , n MEC
servers, i.e.,M = {M1, . . . ,Mn} andm intelligent vehicles,
i.e., V = {V1, . . . ,Vm} . Each RSU is equipped with one
MEC server where Ri∈R and Mi∈M are tightly coupled
as a pair [Ri,Mi]. R1≤i≤n has a coverage area and a fixed
spectrum band

(
MRi

)
, and its equippedMi has its own com-

putation capacity
(
NMi

)
. Each vehicle

(
V1≤j≤m

)
is covered

by its corresponding RSU, and has the offload task TVj ={
BVj , CVj

}
where BVj and CVj are required communication

and computation resources. When the Vj runs within theRi’s
covering area, the Vj offloads his TVj to the Mi through
Ri. A general edge assisted IoIV infrastructure is shown in
Fig.1 [5].
In this paper, individual vehicles are considered as employ-

ees for the mobile crowdsensing; they use their sensors to
perform the sensing tasks and upload the sensing data to their
corresponding RSUs. While performing crowdsensing tasks,
vehicles consume their own resources and energy. Hence,
ordinary vehicles are reluctant to perform crowdsensing tasks
unless they receive satisfactory rewards to compensate their
efforts. To compensate the cost incurred by the crowdsens-
ing participants, we provide incentives to the participating
vehicles for their offloading services. For the participant
recruitment in crowdsensing, the MR and NM resources are
adaptively distributed in terms of compensations; they are
used for vehicles’ offloading services. From the viewpoint of
R and M, their resources proportionally allocate based on
the sensing contribution of each vehicle. From the viewpoint
of vehicles, they act their crowdsensing work to maximize the
profits for their offloading services.
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FIGURE 1. The edge assisted IoIV platform infrastructure.

In the proposed scheme, we adopt the joint control
paradigm using learning model(L) and bargaining game (G).
Through the L and G, multiple RSUs, MEC servers and
individual vehicles aresequentially interacted with each other
to reach a desired outcome, which is called social optimum.
It is noteworthy that we formulate theR−M−V association
in an iterative manner. Formally, we define the tuple entities
in our proposed L and G, such as shown in the equation at the
bottom of the next page.

• R, M and V represent the sets of RSUs, MEC servers
and vehicles, respectively.

• Each RSU has its fixed spectrum band (MR) and is
equipped with one MEC server. Each embedded MEC
server has its computation capacity (NM).

• Each vehicle in V participates in its learning model
(LV ). Let VRi be the set of vehicles, which are covered
by theRi.

• In the LVj , Vj∈VRi has hisaction set
(
LVj

)
, which con-

sists of total l actions
(
a
Vj
1≤k≤l

)
. RVja is the Vj’s reward

function with the joint action a, andHVj (a) is a heuristic
function to accelerate the learning process.

• Based on the CMARLmodel, the LVj is operated in a
distributed manner to learn the best action of Vj.

• Each pair of RSU andMEC server operate their bargain-
ing game

(
GMR

)
. In theGMi

Ri
,XVj is theVj’s contribution

to perform crowdsensing tasks where Vj∈VRi .
• In the GMi

Ri
, the Vj is a game player, and SVj and UVj (·)

are his strategy and utility function, respectively, to share
the MRi and NMi . According to the LHMS, the GMi

Ri
is

operated in a centralized manner.
• The LVj and GMi

Ri
are reciprocally interdependent each

other based on XVj , HVj (a) and UVj (·), and work
together, iteratively.

• Discrete time model T ∈ {t1, . . . ,tc, tc+1, . . .} is rep-
resented by a sequence of time steps. The length of tc
matches the event time-scale of LVj and GMi

Ri
.

B. TECHNICAL CONCEPTS AND IDEAS OF LHMS AND
CMARL
In this subsection, we quickly review the fundamental
concepts of LHMS, and the cooperativemulti-agent reinforce-
ment learning based on the joint action.

1) LOZANO, HINOJOSA, AND MÁRMOL SOLUTION FOR
BARGAINING GAMES
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a non-parametric
methodology mostly used for assessing and improving the
relative efficiency of a set of homogeneous operating units.
DEA uses the observed data about the input consumption and
the output production of the decision making units to infer
a production possibility set.Based on the ideas underlying
the theory of bargaining, the LHMS is proposed to handle
the DEA model. To characterize the idea of LHMS, the
following notations will be used. J is the set of operating
units, and I ,O are the sets of inputs and outputs, respectively.
For a given operating unit j, consider I−j and O+

j are sets
of inputs and outputs, respectively. For the cases in which
several inputs and/or outputs could improve their values, the
classical Nash bargaining theory can be adapted. Assume
that inputs in I−j are input players, and outputs in O+

j are
output players. The bargaining set of the game, denoted by
Sj, is a

∣∣∣I−j ∣∣∣ ×

∣∣∣O+

j

∣∣∣−dimensional feasible set in the utility

space [10].
For the output players in O+

j , the utilities coincide with
the corresponding output variable. These utilities are rep-
resented by v, where for a given amount of output yr ,
r∈O+

j , vr (yr ) is its utility. However, for the input players
in I−j , the utilities decrease with the amount of input con-
sumed. Therefore, we can assume the input utilities with
respect to the worst case. These utilities are represented by
u, where for a given amount of input xk , k∈I

−

j , its utility

is defined as uk (xk) =

(
x∗
k = max

j∈J
xkj

)
− xk , if the fea-

ture of linearity is adopted; xkj is the amount of input k ,
consumed by operating unit j. Usually, the utilities coincide
with the corresponding input and output variable. It means
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
operating points

(
x̂k , ŷr

)
and their corresponding utility vec-

tors
((
uk
(
x̂k
))
k∈I−j

,
(
vr
(
ŷr
))
r∈O+

j

)
. The disagreement point

corresponds to the utility of the players is dj =

(
dxj , d

y
j

)
=((

dx1j, . . . d
x
kj, . . . , d

x∣∣∣I−j ∣∣∣j
)
,

(
dy1j, . . . d

y
rj, . . . , d

y∣∣∣O+

j

∣∣∣j
))

[10].

Based on the Nash solution, the LHMSis defined by tak-
ing into account the one-to-one correspondence between the
utility vectors (u, v)∈Sdj and their corresponding operating
points (x̂, ŷ). Mathematically, the LHMSfor (u, v), i.e.,
LHMS (u, v), is given by [10];

LHMS (u, v) =

argmax
(x ,̂y)


∏
k∈I−j

(
uk
(
x̂k
)
− dxkj

)
×

∏
r∈O+

j

(
vr
(
ŷr
)
− dyrj

)
s.t.,

((
uk
(
x̂k
))
k∈I−j

,
(
vr
(
ŷr
))
r∈O+

j

)
∈Sdj (1)
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2) MULTI-AGENT REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR GAME
THEORY
Traditionally, reinforcement learning is a model-free type of
machine learning which is aimed at learning the desirability
of taking any available action in any state of the environment
through online learning framework. This desirability of an
action is represented by the expected cumulative reward,
as known as Q−value; for taking a particular action in a
particular state. Therefore, Q−values are stored in a two-
dimensional array for every action in every state. However,
in some cases, an environment does not necessary to be
represented by states. Only one-dimensional action array is
enough to learn the best action. For learning agents, the main
goal of stateless learning approach is to estimate an expected
Q−value of a single reward for each action. Due to its
simplicity of implementation, the stateless learning method
is practically applicable to the CMARL; it can dramatically
reduce the complexity of the traditional multi-agent learning
algorithm [13], [14].

Under the multi-agent environment, each agent has to
consider not only the effects of his own actions, but also
the influence by the actions of the other agents. From this
perspective, agents are assumed as joint action learners, and
they are able to observe all actions taken by any agent. There-
fore, the multi-agent learning is intrinsically linked to the
game theory, which analyzes the strategic interactions among
multiple decision makers. In our statelessCMARL model,
we assume the Q−value of agent i, i.e., Qi(ai, a−i), that
provides an estimate of the value of performing joint action
a = (ai, a−i). The sample ⟨(ai, a−i) ,R⟩ is the experience
obtained by the agent iwhere the joint action awas performed
resulting in the reward R. At the beginning, all Q−values of
all actions are initialized to zero, so all agents start learning
with equal choice among all available actions. EachQ−value
is updated by an agent each time. Based on the ⟨(ai, a−i) ,R⟩,
the recursive update equation for Qi (ai, a−i) is defined as
follows [13], [14]:

Qi (ai, a−i) = [(1 − α)× Qi (ai, a−i)] + (α×R) (2)

where α∈ [0, 1] is the learning rate parameter which weights
recent experience with respect to previous estimates of the
Q−values. In addition, we can take a heuristic acceleration
technique for the reinforcement learning process. From exter-
nal or internal additional knowledge, a heuristic function
(H (a)) is derived; it is not included in the learning process.
Generally, The H (a) can influence the action selections of
a learning agent to accelerate the learning process. The for-
mat and dimensions of H (a) should be compliant with the

Q−table; used by the given learning agent. By employing
theH (a), we can create the heuristically guided Q−value of
agent i’s action, i.e., QHi (ai, a−i), while a classical learning
process takes place using the Qi (ai, a−i), as defined in
(2) [13].

QHi (ai, a−i) = Qi (ai, a−i)+H (a) (3)

Let Li be the action set of agent i, and Pi =(
pi1, p

i
2, . . . , p

i
|Li|

)
is the probability set for action selections

where pi1≤j≤|Li| is the probability of selecting the j
th action of

agent i. The pij is updated as follows:

pij = exp

(
QHi (j)

τ

)/ |Li|∑
k=1

exp

(
QHi (k)

τ

)
(4)

where QHi (j) is the QHi (·) value for the jth action, and τ
is the temperature parameter that balances exploration and
exploitation [11].

C. THE PROPOSED JOINT CONTROL SCHEME FOR THE
MECC BASED IOIV PARADIGM
To develop our joint control scheme for the MECC based
IoIV paradigm, we construct the learning (L) and game (G)
models for each vehicle. In the L, a stateless CMARL process
is implemented in a distributed manner to learn the best
sensing action. For the crowdsensing process, the incentive
method plays an important role in ensuring the quantity and
quality of sensed data. To recruit sensing participants, our
IoIV platform provides offloading services to compensate
vehicles’ sensing costs based on the sensing contribution
(XV ). Therefore, intelligent vehicles are motivated to par-
ticipate in the crowdsensing process in the long term. From
the viewpoint of vehicles, major challenge is to maximize
its reward while minimizing the crowdsensing cost. In the
learning model of Vj

(
LVj

)
, the crowdsensing activity of

Vj is discretely varied, and each activity level is defined as
the Vj’s action. We assume that there are l different actions

where a
Vj
1≤k≤l∈LVj . After an action in the LVj is selected, it is

estimated by receiving a reward, and what is the best action
is gradually learned.

In our statelessCMARLsetting, we assume that the Vj has
his action setLVj =

{
a
Vj
1 , . . . a

Vj
k . . . , a

Vj
l

}
where each action

represents its crowdsensing participation level. For example,
the Q−value of Vj’s k th action, i.e., Q

Vj
1≤k≤l

(
a
Vj
k , a−Vj

)
,

provides an estimate value of performing the joint action
a =

(
a
Vj
k , a−Vj

)
. Simply, sensing actions are mapped to

{L,G} =


R,M,V,(

LV1≤j≤m =

{
LVj |Vj∈VRi , a

Vj
1≤k≤l∈LVj ,R

Vj
a ,HVj (a)

})
,(

GM1≤i≤n
R1≤i≤n

=

{
GMi
Ri

|Vj∈VRi ,XVj ,MRi ,NMi , SVj ,UVj (·)
})
,

T
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real numbers, which represent vehicles’ contributions. The
Vj updates its estimate Q

Vj
k (·) value based on the experience

sample
〈
a, RVja ,HVj (a)

〉
whereRVja andHVj (a) arethe Vj’s

reward and heuristic functions of the joint action a.The RVja
corresponds to the received Vj’s benefit

(
BVj (·)

)
minus the

incurred sensing cost
(
CVj (·)

)
. The BVj (·) is defined by

considering the Vj’s currently generating offload services and
sensing action. The CVj (·) increases monotonically with the

sensing contribution. When the Vj selects the action a
Vj
k , the

RVja is given by;

RVja
(
a
Vj
k

)
= BVj

(
a
Vj
k , σVj

)
− CVj

(
a
Vj
k

)

s.t.,



BVj
(
a
Vj
k , σVj

)
= log

(
λ+

(
σVj
XVj

× a
Vj
k

))

CVj
(
a
Vj
k

)
=

(
β ×

σVj
XVj

× a
Vj
k

)ε
(5)

where λ is an adjustment parameterfor the BVj (·), σVj is the
Vj’s current offload task amount, XVj is the Vj’s local compu-
tation capacity, respectively. β and ε are cost control factors
for theCVj (·). In the proposed scheme, we adopt the heuristic

function
(
HVj (a)

)
to effectively estimate its incentive for the

cooperative crowdsensing process. The HVj (a) is strongly
related to the UVj (·), which is defined in the game model G.
Mathematically, the HVj (a) is defined according to the rate
of Vj’s relative utility change.

HVj (a) =
UVj (a)−A_UVj (a)

A_UVj (a)
(6)

where A_UVj (a) is the accumulated average utility of Vj,
which is obtained from its the offloading services. Finally, our
stateless CMARL Q−function; is defined according to (2)-
(3),(5)-(6). From thisQ−value, the a

Vj
k ’s selection probability

by the Vj, i.e., p
Vj
ak , is updated as follows:

p
Vj
ak = exp

QVjak
(
a
Vj
k , a−Vj

)
τ



×

/∣∣∣LVj ∣∣∣∑
l=1

exp

QVjal
(
a
Vj
l , a−Vj

)
τ


s.t.,Q

Vj
ak

(
a
Vj
k , a−Vj

)
= RVja

(
a
Vj
k

)
+HVj (a) (7)

Based on its sensing action, the Vj can adaptively obtain
the communication and computation resources for its offload-
ing service. Usually, multiple vehicles generate different
offloading tasks, and request different amounts of resources.
To effectively share the limited MR and NM resources,
we develop a cooperative game model GMR . According to the

resource type, the utility function for the Vj∈VRi

(
UVj (·)

)
consists of two sub-utility functions, i.e.,URi

Vj (·) forMRi and

UMi
Vj (·) for NMi . They are defined as follows:

UVj
(
MRi ,NMi , a,XVj ,Q

R
Vj , S

R
Vj

)
= URi

Vj (·)× UMi
Vj (·)

s.t.,



URi
Vj

(
MRi , a,XVj ,Q

Ri
Vj , S

Ri
Vj

)
=Y × log

min
(
QRi
Vj , S

Ri
Vj

)
QRi
Vj

+ η

+ ψ

WVj
UMi
Vj

(
NMi , a,XVj ,Q

Mi
Vj , S

Mi
Vj

)
=

ϕ

ξ + exp

µ×

min
(
QMi
Vj

,S
Mi
Vj

)
QMi
Vj





WVj

WVj =
XVj∑

Vg∈VRi

XVg

(8)

where Y , η, ψ are adjustment parameters for the URi
Vj (·),

and ϕ, ξ and µ are adjustment parameters for the UMi
Vj (·).

QRi
Vj (orQ

Mi
Vj ) is the requested bandwidth (or computing

power) amount from the Vj, and SRi
Vj (orS

Mi
Vj ) is the allo-

cated bandwidth (or computing power) amount from the
Ri(orMi). To adaptively decide the SRi

Vj and SMi
Vj , we adopt

the basic idea of LHMS. According to (1), the LHMSfor(
MRi ,NMi

)
, i.e., LHMS

(
MRi ,NMi

)
, is given by;

LHMS
(
MRi ,NMi

)
=

arg max(
ŜRV ,Ŝ

M
V

)


∏
Vj∈VRi

(
URi
Vj (·)− dRVj

)
×

∏
Vj∈VRi

(
UMi
Vj (·)− dMVj

)


s.t., ŜRV =

〈
Vj∈VRi | . . . , S

Ri
Vj , . . .

〉
and

ŜMV =

〈
Vj∈VRi | . . . , S

Mi
Vj , . . .

〉
(9)

where dRVj and d
M
Vj are Vj’s disagree points to share the MRi

and NMi , respectively.

D. MAIN STEPS OF OUR JOINT LEARNING AND
BARGAINING ALGORITHMS
In the IoIV platform, crowdsensing provides a new mode to
address the demands of data sensing, with the advantages
of low cost and strong service flexibility. It has been used
both in industry and multiple research studies, including
traffic and road monitoring, urban mobility, smart cities, and
ecological monitoring, and others. With the popularity of
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vehicular crowdsensing technique, vehicular edge computing
can realizemany applications. It can help the resource-limited
vehicles to augment their task processing capabilities by
offloading their tasks to the edge servers equipped on or near
the RSUs. In this study, we investigate the intersection of
crowdsensing and offloading service algorithms to maximize
the IoIV system performance. Based on the CMARL, each
vehicle learns his best action for the crowdsensing process.
To participate in the crowdsensing, we give bargaining pow-
ers to vehicles according to their relative contribution ratios.
According to the LHMS, individual vehicles fair-efficiently
share the limited MR and NM resources based on their
bargaining powers. In our jointly designed control scheme,
the CMARLand LHMSare strongly related, and work together
to strike a performance balance between conflicting require-
ments. With the stateless learning paradigm, our hybrid
approach is especially appropriate to practically implement
in dynamically changing IoIV system environments. The pri-
mary steps of our proposed scheme are described as follows.

Step 1: The parameter settings of our simulations are
shown in the Table 1 to carry out the numerical experiments,
and simulation scenario is determined in Section V.

Step 2:At a sequence of time steps, learning (L) and game
(G) algorithms are operated interactively, and act coopera-
tively with each other.

Step 3:In the LVj , the Vj in the VRi selects its action
to participate in the crowdsensing process. Based on the
experience of joint action, the action reward is obtained using
(5), and the heuristic function is given by (6).

Step 4:During the CMARL process, the Q−value of each
action is estimated based on the equations (5) and (6).
By using this Q−value, the selection probability of each
action is given by using (7).

Step 5: As a result of LVj , the Vj’s contribution is defined
as his selected sensing action where XVj = aVj . This infor-

mation is used as the Vj’s bargaining power
(
WVj

)
. Our

proposed CMARL algorithm is implemented as a stateless
learning mode, and it is operated in a distributed fashion.

Step 6: In the GMi
Ri

, the Vj in the VRi share the MRi and
NMi based on the LHMS. The Vj’s sub-utility functions. i.e.,
URi
Vj (·) and U

Mi
Vj (·), are defined according to (8).

Step 7: Based on the equation (9), the LHMSis obtained
for vehicles in the VRi . The GMi

Ri
is executed in a centralized

manner.
Step 8: In our proposed joint control scheme, the L and G

are sophisticatedly combined, and work together to reach a
consensus with reciprocal advantages. Especially, the vehi-
cle’s crowdsensing contribution in the L is set up to its
bargaining power in the G, and the vehicle’sutility function
in the G is set up to its heuristic function in the L.
Step 9:Constantly, individual vehicles and RSUs are

self-monitoring the current IoIV system environment, and
sequentially interact with each other in the both distributed
and centralized fashions. For the next iteration, it proceeds to
Step 2.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the representative numerical results are pre-
sented to identify the advantages of our joint approach while
comparing our proposed scheme to the existing IVRMC,
CSORA and CAIMC schemes [5], [7], [12]. In this study,
we have used the simulation tool MATLAB to develop
our simulation model. In particular, MATLAB’s high-level
syntax and dynamic types are ideal for model prototyping.
Therefore, our simulator can adaptively build appropriate
crowdsensing and offloading operation scenarios. The sim-
ulation results are recorded by averaging the results of
100 simulations in the scenario. Simulation parameters and
their values are summarized in Table 1, and the simulation
environment and system scenario are given as follows:

• Simulated the edge assisted IoIVsystem platform con-
sists of five RSUsand fifty intelligent vehicles, i.e.,
|R| = 5, and |V| = 50.

• Five RSUsare deployed in the roadside area, and indi-
vidual vehiclesare randomly distributed over there.

• Each vehicle V1≤j≤m generates four different type

offloading tasks
(
TVj
)
, which consists of BVj and CVj .

• The arrival process of TVj is the rate of Poisson process
(ρ). The offered range is varied from 0 to 3.0.

• Individual vehicles participate in the crowdsensing
through sensing actions aV1≤k≤l in the action set LV
where LV = {0.15, 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.75, 0.9}.

• The total spectrum resource of each RSU (MR)
is 2 Tbps, and the total computing capacity of eachMEC
server (NM) is 2 THz.

• Each RSUand its corresponding MEC server are con-
nected without delay.

• The disagreement points for bargaining process, i.e., dRV
and dMV , are zeros.

• We assume the absence of physical obstacles in the
RSU’s coverage area.

• The communication and computing assignment process
through the LHMSis specified in terms of basic allo-
cation units (BAUs) where one BAU for MR is 64
Mbpsand one BAU for NM is 64 MHzin this study.

• The MECC based IoIVsystem performance measures
obtained on the basis of 100 simulation runs are plotted
as functions of the Poisson process (ρ).

To evaluate the proposed scheme, we compare its per-
formance in terms of crowdsensing participation ratio,
offloading throughput and vehicle payoff over offered task
generation ratios. Table 1 shows the control parameters and
system factors used in the simulation.

Fig.2 compares the crowdsensing participation ratio of
vehicles in the IoIV platform. It is seen that the trend of
participation ratios when implementing our scheme and the
IVRMC, CAIMCand CSORA protocols. The results show that
the proposed scheme can induce many vehicles to participate
in the crowdsensing process than the other protocols. The rea-
son is that we adopt a joint control paradigm to compensate
the vehicle’s sensing cost. In the viewpoint of vehicles, the
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TABLE 1. System parameters used in the simulation experiments.

FIGURE 2. The crowdsensing participation ratio.

more the quantity of offloading tasks, the higher the longing
for incentives to process offloading services. In the proposed
scheme, vehicles can get the feedback from the resource
allocation process; this information is directly considered
to select the crowdsensing action. Based on the dynamic
feedback learning process throughCMARL, vehicles can cap-
ture how to select their actions to achieve the better benefit.
Simulation result confirms that our proposed method gains a
significant better performance in the crowdsensing process in
the IoIV platform.

We depict the normalized vehicle payoff in Fig.3; it is
obtained from the offloaded task services. From Fig.3, it can

FIGURE 3. Normalized payoff of vehicles.

FIGURE 4. System throughput in the IoIV system platform.

be observed that when the task generation rate increases, the
vehicle payoffs of all schemes also increase. It is intuitively
correct. However, we can maintain a performance superior-
ity than the IVRMC, CAIMCand CSORA schemes. In our
proposed scheme, the limited IoIV resources are effectively
bargained in a step-by-step dynamic game iteration. Based on
the LHMS, we can get the temporarily converged and optimal
solution at the end of each time epoch. This approach can
ensure the excellent control flexibility and responsiveness to
current IoIV system situations. Due to this reason, we can get
a higher vehicle payoff.

Fig.4 compares the system throughput of IoIV system.
In this study, the throughput refers to the complete rate of
offloading task services over the communication and compu-
tation resources in the IoIV platform. As a main performance
criterion, the throughput is essentially synonymous to sys-
tem resource utilization. Simulation result is seen that our
proposed scheme outperforms the existing schemes. That is
because each vehicleon our scheme can share the limited
resources in a coordinated manner. Based on the desirable
bargaining features, we can achieve a fair-efficient resource
allocation solution through the LHMS.Under dynamic chang-
ing IoIV environments, the idea of the LHMScan guarantee
a mutually acceptable agreement based on each vehicle’s
sensing contribution. Compared with the other protocols, our
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approach is quite adaptable to maximize the system through-
put while handling different offload requirements.

Fig.2 to Fig.4, it is observed that our proposed scheme
not only provides the benefit for the IoIV system operator
through the crowdsensing process, but also improves the
payoff of individual vehicles by addressing their offloading
task services. To capture dynamic interactions among RSUs,
MEC servers and vehicles, the combination ofCMARLand
LHMSsignificantly improves the effectiveness of the IoIV
system. The numerical simulation results confirm that the
proposed learning-bargaining hybrid paradigm can get a
desirable solution in theMECC based IoIV platform than that
of IVRMC, CAIMCand CSORA schemes.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study investigates the joint crowdsensing and offloading
problem in the edge assisted IoIV system. By integrating the
cooperative multi-agent learning and bargaining game theory,
our major goal is to strike an appropriate balance between
vehicles’ sensing contribution and offloading benefit. Specif-
ically, we first design a multi-agent learning algorithm to
participate in the crowdsensing process. In this algorithm,
each individual vehicle learns the best sensing action to max-
imize his payoff. Based on the CMARL, this learning process
is operated in a distributed manner. In addition, our stateless
learning method is suitable from the viewpoint of practical
system management.Second, we develop a bargaining game
model to share the limitedMR andNM resources.To support
vehicles’ offload services, the idea of LHMSis adopted to
distribute the MR and NM in a centralized manner. In this
resource sharing process, vehicles’ sensing contributions are
used as their bargaining powers. Therefore, our proposed
crowdsensing and offloading control algorithms are tightly
coupled with each other, and work together in a coordi-
nated manner. Under diverse MECC based IoIV platform
environment changes, the main novelty of our joint approach
is its adaptability, which guarantees the responsiveness to
current system conditions. Finally, we conduct extensive
simulations to validate the performance of our proposed
scheme. Through numerical analysis, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of our joint control approach in terms of sensing
ratio, throughput and vehicle payoff compared to the existing
IVRMC, CAIMCand CSORA schemes.

As a future work, we will investigate the impact of com-
munications between connected vehicles and consider adding
privacy protection to the incentivemethod. To take the hetero-
geneity of different vehicles, a finer-grained task assignment
and resource scheduling algorithm will be studied. More-
over, we plan to investigate the system’s reliability with
the consideration of disturbances and stochastic behaviors.
In addition, considering three dimensional coverage area
covered by drones in the sensing recruitment process is an
interesting research topic.
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